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ABSTRACT
Despite significant advances in the access control domain, requirements of
new computational environments like web services still raise new challenges.
Lack of appropriate method for specification of access control policies (ACPs),
composition, verification and analysis of them have all made the access control
in the composition of web services a complicated problem. In this paper, a
new independent formal model called Constrained Policy Graph (CPG) for
specification of ACPs and their composition as well as verification of conflict
or incompatibility among the ACPs is represented. It is shown how CPG can
be used in modeling and verification of web service composition ACPs. Also
the application of CPG for modeling policies in BPEL processes -as the most
common composition method for web services- is illustrated.
c 2012 ISC. All rights reserved.

1

Introduction

The goal of access control is to limit the operations
of an entity only to services and resources that the
entity has the right to access them. To specify such a
limitations, Access Control Policies (ACPs) are used.
Application of ACPs to achieve the required security
level in today’s systems is still a challenge. In today’s
applications, a system is often defined by a number
of access control policies. In other words, in practice,
a single policy cannot provide the required security
level of a system. For this reason there is a need for
composition of the policies to obtain the overall policy
of that system. Although access control in a monolithic
system may not seem to be a complex problem, it
will be difficult in distributed systems and integrated
systems made of several components.
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As an illustrating case, organizations require guaranteeing the enforcement of their policies while offering
their services. In many cases, web services participating in a composition enjoy acceptable security policies,
while the compositional process does not guarantee
the security policies of the partners in the composition. There might be cases in which the partner’s web
services have contradicting ACPs. So it is required to
be able to extract the composed access control policy resulting from the organization’s processes so that
the resulted policy can be analyzed for the presence
or absence of conflict according to the partner web
services’ ACPs.
In spite of remarkable progress in the field of access control, most of the methods (such as [1, 2]) are
based on the expression and application of single policies without considering the ability of policy composition necessarily. Moreover, it seems essential to use a
method which can provide the possibility of verifying
conflicts in composed policies. Although methods such
as [3–6] have considered the issue, but these methods
do not satisfy the comprehensiveness level expected
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from a specification and analysis method for most of
today’s systems (See Section 5).
In this paper, a model for specification of the ACPs
called Constrained Policy Graph (CPG) is presented.
Note that preliminary versions of some parts in this
paper have been already published in [27, 28]. CPG
not only provides the possibility of constrained (conditional) and nested expression of the policies, but
also includes the required rules for composition of the
policies. We define the constraints for subjects, objects, and actions (three basic parts of each access control policy) as well as the possibility of time-bounded
policy definition. Additionally, by applying a collection of rules, the possibility of rights and information
transfer in the system would be prepared. This way,
non-explicit transfers which are performed implicitly
as a result of the relations among different entities in
the system are also discovered. Using the proposed
model, the composed policy can be analyzed, and the
presence or absence of conflict property in the policies
can be verified.
In the rest of paper, the CPG model will be introduced in Section 2 as a general model and some examples of its application in specification, combination
and verification of ACPs as well. In Section 3, the
model is used to specify and verify the ACPs in web
services as a case of real applications. We also present
a method for the extraction of CPG model resulting from the compositional web services to study and
analyze the ACPs of the existing compositional web
services (to use for the existing web service compositions). In Section 4, a sample of the application of the
above method for modeling the policy of BPEL processes (as the most common composition method for
web services [7]) is presented. The review and discussion on the related works are dealt with in Section 5.
Finally we conclude the paper in Section 6.

2

Constrained Policy Graph (CPG)

2.1

Model specification

A way to model the ACPs should provide a method
for explaining of different forms of accesses according to the related system’s requirements. ACPs are
expressed by subjects, objects and actions. Subjects
can be users, groups, roles or applications. Objects
can be files, documents, or also any subjects. An ACP
determines whether a subject is permitted to perform
a set of actions on an object or not. Vimercati, et al
in [12] discuss the main features of ACPs and the need
for considering different constraints in the specification of ACPs.
We suggest a method for modeling ACPs. In this
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method, the protection state of a system is represented
as a directed graph in which vertices are entities of system and edges are conditionally labeled. The method
inherits some of its basic concepts from Take-Grant
(TG) protection model [8]. For a short review on TG
and make a comparison with the proposed method
you can refer to the Section 5.
In the beginning we need to point out the importance of considering constraints in the ACP specification. In our access control model, the applied constraints on the system can influence a subject, an
object or an action according to the system requirements. In other words, if a subject has a special role,
it is possible to have the capability of performing an
action toward an object.
‚ A subject has a right (or a set of rights) only on
specific parts of an object (e.g. a student has only
the right of reading digital documents among
all library documents or XML documents in a
database).
‚ A subject has a right toward the related object
only for performing a specific operation (specific
purpose). It is very useful in modeling the web
services policies. For example, a user has a specific right on database of a web service (e.g. read
and write) only for invoking a special operation
of web service while the right of the user toward
database may change for other purposes (i.e. different operations).
‚ On the other hand, an important requirement,
common to many applications, is related to the
temporal properties of access permissions. In such
applications, permissions are granted only for specific periods of time (e.g. periodic authorizations
for optimizing resource usage). So, the access control model must have the capability of defining
temporal constraints in its ACP specification.
Now we introduce some definitions required for
expressing the proposed model.
Definition 1. Basic rights (R): R is the set of negative or positive access rights (include at least read
and write) which is considered in the system.
Definition 2. Constrained Policy Graph (CPG): If S
and O be the set of subjects and objects respectively,
a CPG Ψ is the pairpV, Lq, where:
- V Ď S Y O is a set of vertices,
- L is set of edges where L Ď V ˆ V ˆ Label and
Label is a set and for each l P Label, we have
either l “ C : R or l “ C : PD pread R{PD in
condition of C) in which:
˝ R is a set of basic rights pP Ď Rq,
˝ PD “ pV 1 , L1 q is a CPG defined recursively
with D P V 1 , and
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˝ C is the required constraints for possessing P
by the source vertex of the corresponding edge
toward the destination vertex. It is defined as
the quadruple pCs , Co , Cα , CΘ q in which:
‚ Cs and Co are the constraints over subject
and object respectively,
‚ Cα determines the operations in which P is
valid by subject toward object, and
‚ CΘ indicates a set of temporal constraints.

tents. This restriction would be achieved by conditions (constraints) called “content-dependent
conditions”. We will show these conditions by using Co when a subject possesses a right toward
the specific part of the object. Like Cs , Co is
a simple predicate (with an obligatory parameter showing its corresponding object) in its basic
form and a logical formula in general. We have:

Note that since we deal with specifying access control policies, subjects and objects do not refer to specific identities but instead show classes of subjects
or objects respectively (e.g. applicant as subject and
library document as object in a library system). Cs
specifies the constraints under which “s” could access
to “o”. Co on the other hand specifies the constraints
that under which “o” is accessible by “s”. We may use
labels on subject and object nodes in CPG to enhance
the readability of it. However theses labels are only
symbolic names for variables s and o respectively; any
enforceable constraint should be specified explicitly
in C.

Like before, β is a simple predicate in L2« same
as in Cs which is expressed depending on the
related system requirements.
- Cα : A subject may possess different rights on the
object based on performing different operations
on that object. Note that the intended operations
are apart from access rights which are also operations. In other words, Cα determines higher level
operations which cause different rights for the
subject toward the object e.g. in a web service,
only when its method A is invoked, the corresponding subject have a special access right, but
may be banned for its other methods. This constraint is a logical formula as well. Each predicate
has two parameters ps and oq which point out the
related subject and object of the corresponding
edge, respectively. Grammar of Cα is defined as
grammar of Cs and Co , too.
An example which uses Cα is in the modeling
of web services policies, i.e. depends on invoking
different methods (operations) of a web service by
a subject, the subject has different rights toward
the related web service.
- Cθ : This constraint, in its basic form, expresses
an interval prts , td sq and it means that the mentioned right is valid in the interval between ts
and td (an interval is an ordered set of temporal
points in which ts ď td q. Cθ can be extended to a
combination of intervals in its general form. The
grammar of Cθ is as follows:

Like TG model subjects are represented by N, objects are represented by M, and if some vertices play
both subject and object roles they are represented by
b symbol. The elements of set C and the way of their
definition are explained in more detail as follows:
- Cs : It is a constraint on the subject, i.e. only if the
subject follows this constraint, its rights (labeled
on the related edge) are valid toward the object.
In its basic form, Cs is a simple predicate related
to the subject. We use an obligatory parameter
referring to its source vertex to show its related
subject (necessary for CPG combination purpose).
Cs can be a logical formula in general. If a subject
possesses a right toward the object without any
constraint on that subject, Cs will be true pT q
and if the subject cannot access the object in any
case, Cs will be false pF q. The following grammar
defines Cs :
Cs “ Cs ^ Cs | Cs _ Cs |

Cs | β | T | F

β is a simple predicate in two-variable-fragment
L2« of first order logic which has been shown
that can be decided with first-order resolution
methods [31]. L2« is the set of formulas that
do not contain function symbols, that possibly
contain equality, and that contain at most two
variables. Predicates are expressed depending on
the related system requirements. Variables in β
refer to the source subject, and are used to make
the relationship between the predicates.
- Co : Subject accesses toward the objects can be
restricted depending on the related objects’ con-

Co “ Co ^ Co | Co _ Co |

Cθ “ Cθ ^ Cθ | Cθ _ Cθ |

Co | β | T | F

Cθ | β | T | F

β here is a time interval in the form of rts , td s, T
means always and F means never.
Obviously if any constraint in quadruple C be False
pF q, then C is False (the related label is F : P ) and
means “never”. if all constraints of C are True pT q,
then C equals True which means “unconditionally” or
“without any constraint”. So, the label of related edge
will be T : P or will simply be P .
Consider the Figure 1 which shows applying an
example constraint C on accessing a library applicant
(i.e. s) to a library document (i.e. o):
This informally says that “Any library applicant
who is guest or is working as intern (Cs ) for accessing
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Applicant

C: PExternal-user

Library manager
Library
documents





C  applicant s   (guest s   intern s  ,

Library employee

r,w
Applicant

document  o   thesis  o   digital  o  ,

C1 : ¬r

scan  s,o  , [t s _ free , t d _ free ])

In Definition 2, P , in its basic form, is the set of basic
rights defined in the system. But we have extended
it to be a policy again because: Sometimes instead
of possessing a right toward an object by a subject
(i.e. P Ď R), the subject may follow a policy for
accessing the object. So, P is another CPG (another
policy). For example, a college should follow the public
policy of library for accessing the library documents.
Therefore, we should provide the possibility of nested
policy definition for modeling these situations.
Assume that P and Q are two CPGs and the source
vertex va in policy Q has the policy PD toward the
destination vertex vb in the condition C. Thus, va corresponds to one of the present vertices in CPG P (we
call this vertex D). Therefore, all policies and rights
that D has over other entities are also applied on va.
Also, if vertex va itself contains other entities, they
will follow the new changes recursively (See Example 3). In fact, we encounter with label C : PD for the
connecting edge of two vertices va and vb .
To change a graph with such an edge into a basic
graph (i.e. a graph with P from the set R) and studying
how to transfer rights and information, we define the
policy expansion procedure as follows:
Definition 3. Policy Expansion: If Q “ pV1 , L1 q be
a CPG in which l1 =(va , vb , C:PD ) P L1 and P “
1
pV2 , L2 q be another CPG where l2 “ pD, vb , C1 :PX
qP
1
L2 and assume that L2 Ď L2 be the set of all edges
outgoing from the vertex D, then K “ pV, Lq is the
expanded CPG of Q regarding P :
V “V1YV2 ,
L “ pL1 ´ tl1 uq Y pL2 ´ L12 q Y tli | li “ pD, vi , C ^
1
1
Ci1 :PiX
q, pD, vi , Ci1 :PiX
q P L2 , i “ 1, 2, . . . u,
Va “ D
The later expression means that vertices D and va
are merged together. This procedure will be continued
(say in n steps) until all the nested constraint policy
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Library
documents

C2 : r

Figure 1. An example constraint.

to non digital thesis documents (Co ) in free times of
the library (Cθ ) should obey the policy of external
users (PExternal´user ) condition to never scanning the
documents (Cα )”. Note that PExternal´user is another
CPG and according to the CPG expansion procedure
(see Definition 3), the above policy could be expanded.

r,w

Figure 2. The policy of library.

graphs are expanded to the basic rights pRq. In this
state the final edge between va and vb will be l “
pva , vb , C ^ C 1 ^ . . . Cpnq : Rq.
Definition 4. Combining Constraints: if C1 “
pC1s , C1o , C1α , C1Θ q and C2 “ pC2s , C2o , C2α , C2Θ q,
then:
C1 ^ C2 “ pC1s ^ C2s , C1o ^ C2o , C1α ^ C2α , C1Θ ^
C2Θ q,
C1 _ C2 “ pC1s _ C2s , C1o _ C2o , C1α _ C2α , C1Θ _
C2Θ q,
C1 “ p C1s , C1o , C1α , C1Θ q,
In which:
C1Θ ^C2Θ = rt1s , t1d s^rt2s , t2d s prt1s , t1d s^rt2s , t2d s
is evaluated to true in t if t1s ă t ă t1d and t2s ă
t ă t2d q,
C1Θ _C2Θ = rt1s , t1d s_rt2s , t2d s prt1s , t1d s_rt2s , t2d s
is evaluated to true in t if t1s ă t ă t1d and t2s ă
t ă t2d q,
C1Θ = rts , td s ( rts , td s is evaluated to true in t
if t is not in the range ts and td q.
Example 1. A college must follow the policy of university library in accessing to library documents, and
the policy of the library contains the following rules:
- If the applicant is a guest of library, he/she is
not allowed to read the documents in the official
times i.e. ts official ď t ď td official . So the related
condition is:
C1 “ papplicantpsq ^ guestpsq, documentpoq, T,
rts official , td official sq.
- If the applicant has a valid recommendation (e.g.
from the mayor), he/she can read documents,
so C2 “ papplicantpsq ^ recommendedpsq,
documentpoq, T, T q.
Figure 2 depicts the whole library policy by using
CPG. We see that an applicant depending on his/her
conditions/roles has different rights over documents.
Now, assume the policy of the university college is
partially as follows:
- The college obeys the library policy in autumn
and winter, i.e. C11 = (T , documentpoq , T , rts aw ,
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College

C1: PApplicant

C1^C2: r

Library
documents

C2:r

C1:r
x

z

y

Figure 3. The policy of College.

C2:r

C1:r

|x

z

y

Figure 5. The spy rule.

r,w

Library employee

Library manager

College

C1^ C1 :  r

r,w

C1 ^ C2: r
C1:r

Library
documents

x

C2:w
z

y

C1:r

|x

C2:w
z

y

Figure 6. The Post rule.

C1 ^C2 : r

C1 ^ C2: r

Figure 4. The college policy after expansion.

C2:r

C1:w

td aw s). Observe Figure 3.
Because the college has the role as an applicant, it
must be mapped to applicant vertex of library policy (Figure 3). Now, we use Policy Expansion procedure for expanding the college policy over library
documents to reach the basic CPG (Figure 4 ). For
instance, the result of C11 ^ C1 is as follows:
C11 ^ C1 = papplicantpsq ^ guestpsq, documentpoq,
T, prts official , td official s ^ rts aw , td aw sqq
At the same time, it is possible that the college
itself contain other entities which are connected to
each other according to their related policies. Assume
that the college has manager, students, and teachers
so its policy is a combination of these partial policies.
2.2

CPG transfer rules

Since system entities have various rights toward each
other and because of their relations; it is possible to
appear new rights in the system (there may occur
some information flows in that system). We introduce
some transfer rules in our model. As in TG, applying
these rules on system’s ACP graph may result in
new edges from two existing edges. Since our model
considers constraints, we complete TG transferring
rules according to our goals. For example, we show
this method for some rules as follow. Note that the
transfer occurs when two constraint sets of related
existing edges contributed to the emergence of the
new edge, occur simultaneously. Also, each parameter
of constraints sets is mapped to related vertex during
the new transfer (i.e. each Cs parameter is mapped
to related subject and each Co parameter is mapped
to related object and each Cα parameter is mapped
to related subject and object).

x

y

z

C2:r

C1:w

|x

y

z

Figure 7. The Pass rule.

- Spy: Let x, y and z be three distinct vertices in a
CP G0 , and let x and y be subjects. Let there be
an edge from x to y labeled C1 : r and an edge
from y to z labeled C2 : r. Then the Spy rule
defines a new CP G1 graph with an implicit edge
from x to z labeled C1 ^C2 : r. Observe Figure 5.
- Post: Let x, y, and z be three distinct vertices
in CP G0 and let x and z be the subjects and let
there be an edge from x to y labeled C1 : α with
r P α and an edge from z to y labeled C2 : β
where w P β; in this case the post rule changes
CP G0 graph to CP G1 graph by the addition of a
new implicit edge from x to z labeled C1 ^ C2 : r.
Observe Figure 6.
- Pass: Let x, y, and z be three distinct vertices in
CP G0 and let y be subject and let there be an
edge from y to x labeled C1 :α with w P α and an
edge from y to z labeled C2 : β where r P β; in this
case the pass rule changes CP G0 graph to CP G1
by the addition of a new implicit edge from x to
z labeled C1 ^ C2 : r. Observe Figure 7.
- Find: Let x, y, and z be three distinct vertices in
CP G0 and let z be subject and let there be an
edge from z to y labeled C1 : α with w P α and
an edge from y to x labeled C2 : β where w P β;
in this case the find rule changes CP G0 graph
to CP G1 graph by the addition of a new implicit
edge from x to z labeled C1 ^ C2 : r. Figure 8
shows the find rule.
Later in the paper samples of these transfers will
be studied.
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College Manager

C1^ C2: r
C2:w

C1:w
y

x

z

C2:w

C1:w

|-

x

y

Figure 9. The policy of the College Manager.

Teacher

Composition of ACPs

Although different organizations protect their resources, they need to be communicated together to
reach their common and related goals. For example,
nowadays composition of web services is one of the
key requirements to meet the demands of users whose
needs are not met by existing web services [13]. Moreover, verifying that whether the composed web service
supports the ACPs of participant web services or not,
is a challenge. Few studies such as ([14], [15]) have
ever tried to represent a solution to this problem. The
following grammar expresses kinds of our proposed
policy combinations:
K “P YQ|P XQ|P ´Q|

P

where K, P and Q are CPGs.
Now, we explain the way of obtaining these combinations:
2.3.1

Union (P Y Q):

By means of this, two policies are merged into a policy
which contains a union of both policies. This operator
admits the access which one or both of its components
permit.
Definition 5. Union (P Y Q): If P “ pV1 , L1 q and
Q=pV2 , L2 q are two CPGs, then K “ pV, Lq is the
union of these two graphs, in which V “ V1 Y V2 and
L “ L1 Y L2 .
Note that if a vertex is a subject in one graph and is
an object in another one, then it plays the both roles
(i.e. b) in the graph of union.
Sometimes after union of two CPGs, we can simplify
the combined graph. The following definitions shows
way that how to simplify the graph.
Definition 6. Constraints Equivalence: Two constraints C1 “ pC1s , C1o , C1α , C1Θ q and C2 “
pC2s , C2o , C2α , C2Θ q are equivalent (C1 ” C2 ) if
C1s ÐÑ C2s ^ C1o ÐÑ C2o ^ C1α ÐÑ
C2α ^ C1Θ ÐÑ C2Θ .
Definition 7. CPG simplification: If P “ pV, Lq be
a CPG in which l1 “ pva , vb , Ca : P1 q P L, l2 “
pva , vb , Cb : P2 q P L, and Ca ” Cb , then we have l “
pva , vb , C : P1 Y P2 q P L where:
- If P1 , P2 P R, then P1 Y P2 is the union of these
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Teacher

C˝2: w

z

Figure 8. The Find rule.

2.3

C˝1: r

C˝3: r

Student

C˝4: w
Figure 10. The teacher policy.

two sets.
- If P1 , P2 are two CPGs, their union is produced
according to Definition 5 and then the policy expansion procedure could be applied on the produced graph to reach the basic CPG. Note that
we can, at first, expand the nested graphs by applying the policy expansion procedure and then
get the union of both produced graphs as Definition 5.
- If either P1 orP2 is a member of R and another
one is a CPG, we begin by expanding the nested
graph and then will try to get the union of two
graphs like we mentioned in Definition 5.
Example 2. Consider the college in the Example 1
with manager of the college, as well as two teacher
agent and student agent acting as intelligent agents
of teachers and students of the college in the college
management system. Suppose that each one has its
own policy. For example consider the policy of the
college manager as follows:
- College manager is allowed to read the teacher
agent to verify its code: C 1 = (managerpsq,
teacherpoq, verif yps, oq, T ).
- He/she can change the code of teacher agent
at the time of selecting the (real) teachers
for instructing lessons: C 2 = ( managerpsq,
teacherpoq, T , rts selection , td selection s).
Figure 9 shows the policy of the college manager.
On the other hand, the policy of the teacher agent
is as follows:
- Teacher agent is allowed to access the student
2
agent at the exams season: C3 = pteacherpsq,
studentpoq, T, rts exam , td exam sq.
- Teacher agent can modify the student agent configuration at the time of marks announcement:
2
C4 “ pteacherpsq, studentpoq, T, rts announce ,
td announce sq.
The teacher policy is shown in Figure 10.
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College
Manager

C˝1: r

Teacher

C˝2: w

C˝3: r

Student

C˝4: w

Library
manager

r,w

Library employee

r,w

College
Manager

C˝1: r

Figure 11. The college policy.

C1 ^ C1 : r
Teacher

Now, we obtain the college policy based on its characters policies. It is gained from the union of their
policies (Figure 11). Note that the teacher vertex
changes from object state into subject-object state.
Example 3. As we saw, Figure 4 was obtained from
applying the policy expansion procedure on the college policy. On the other hand, the college contains
the mentioned characters. So, they must obey the college’s policy toward the library documents in order
to access them. Figure 12 shows the college’s policy
toward library documents considering its characters.
We only show the teacher’s policy toward documents
for the sake of figure clarity.
Similarly, the university as a subject must follow
the policy of its upper organization e.g. Department
of Research in its educational rules. Furthermore, the
university consists of many entities, with their own
policies, that may be interrelated. By using the mentioned method, the university policy can be obtained
on the basis of its components policies and relations.
Our model can express the groups of users who follow a common policy. It is possible to apply a policy
for all group members or exclude some members of
this group with some constraints (i.e. if these members obey the constraints, they have the same policy
as other members of that group).
2.3.2

Intersection (P X Q):

It allows only those accesses that are permitted by
both components P and Q. For example, suppose that
the library employee allows the college students to
access to the library documents. On the other hand,
the manager of college permits specific persons to
access to these documents. In this case, ACP of the
college’ s students to the mentioned documents is
obtained from the intersection of both policies (i.e.
only the accesses are valid which both manager and
library employee permit). The intersection CPG is
obtained as follows:
- If nested policy exists in P or Q, we must apply
the policy expansion procedure to reach the basic
CPG for each one (P or Q).
- Then, we apply CPG transferring rules to add
the implicit transfers to each CPG, if exist. Note
that without considering these indirect transfers,
the combination results and analysis outcomes
may be incomplete or even incorrect.
- Finally, we intersect two resulted CPGs as the

C˝2: w
C˝3: r

Library
documents

C1 ^ C2 : r

C˝4: w
Student
Figure 12. College’s policy toward library documents (considering its principals).

following definition.
Definition 8. Intersection (P X Q): If P “ pV1 , L1 q
and Q “ pV2 , L2 q are two CPGs, then K “ pV, Lq
is the intersection of these two graphs in which V “
V1 X V2 and for each two edges l1 “ pva , vb , C1 : P1 q P
L1 and l2 “ pva , vb , C2 : P2 q P L2 , the edge l P L
is the corresponding edge of va and vb in K that l “
pva , vb , C1 ^ C2 : P1 X P2 q, where:
- P1 , P2 P R then P1 X P2 is the intersection of P1
and P2 . If the resulted set of P1 X P2 is empty,
the related edge is omitted.
2.3.3

Subtraction pP ´ Qq :

It restricts policy P by eliminating all the accesses
in the second policy pQq. The subtraction graph is
obtained as follows:
- If the nested policy exists in P or Q, we apply
the policy expansion procedure to reach the basic
CPG for each one (P or Q).
- Then, we apply transferring rules on each CPG
to obtain implicit transfers, if exists.
- we subtract two resulted CPGs as the following
definition.
Definition 9. Subtraction pP ´ Qq : If P =(V1 , L1 )
1
and Q=(V2 , L2 ) are two CPGs and if L1 Ď L1 is a
set of edges in P , which have the same corresponding
beginning (subject) and end (object) vertices in both
P and Q (i.e. every l1 =(va , vb , C1 :P1 ) P L1 in P which
has an equivalent edge l2 =(va , vb , C2 :P2 ) P L2 in Q, is
1
placed in L1 set), then K “ pV, Lq is the subtraction
of these two graphs that:
V “ V1 , and
L “ pL1 ´ L11 q Y tli |
#
pva , vb , C1i ^ C2i : P1 i ´ P2i q if C1i ” C2i
li “
pva , vb , C1i : P1i q
otherwise
u
Where: P1 , P2 P R, so P1 ´ P2 is the subtraction of
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Figure 13. Conditional relations CPG model.

C˝2 : w
C3̋ :

C˝4 : w

them.
2.3.4

Negation ( Q):

A CPG expresses the rights of its subjects toward
related objects based on constraints. Negation of the
CPG expresses possessing negative of mentioned rights
for related subject toward the object in the same
constraints, meaning that the subject would not have
the specified rights in the policy in mentioned situation
towards that object. Thus:
Definition 10. Negation ( Q): If Q “ pV, Lq be a
CPG and L “ tli | li “ pvai , vbi , Ci : Pi qu, then K “
pV 1 , L1 q is the negation of Q in which: V 1 “ V , L1 “
1
1
tli | li “ pvai , vbi , Ci : Pi qu where:
- If P P R, P is the negation of this set.
- If P is a CPG, then P will be obtained recursively by using Definition 10.
2.3.5

Conditional relations:

In addition to the mentioned operators, we can model
conditional relations by using CPGs as follows:
The subject va , in condition C, possesses the policy
P toward other entity (vb ) and for the other conditions
(except C), it has the policy Q toward vb . In fact, we
encounter conditional expression: “if C then P else Q”
for va toward vb . It can be modeled by using a CPG,
as Figure 13.
2.4

C1' ∧ C2 : r

r

Conflict detection

During combination of CPGs or verification of them,
it is possible to encounter a case in which a subject
simultaneously has two inconsistent policies or rights
toward the same object.
Definition 11. Conflict property: If Q “ pV, Lq be a
CPG in which va , vb P V and l1 “ pva , vb , Ca : P q P L
and l2 “ pva , vb , Cb : P q P L, and Ca ” Cb , then
there is a conflict in CPG Q.
The conflict detection procedure of CPG Q is as
follows:
- If nested policy exists in Q, apply the policy expansion procedure to reach the basic CPG (according to Definition 3).
- Then, apply CPG transfer rules to add the implicit transfers to the CPG, if exists.
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Student

C"3 ∧ C 1' ∧ C2 ∧ C"4 : r
(spy)
C '1 ∧ C2 ∧ C"4 : r
(pass)

Figure 14. College policy toward library documents (after
applying Pass and Spy rule).

- Finally, check the conflict property in the resulted CPG (according to Definition 11).
Example 4. Consider the previous example in which
one part of college policy toward the library documents was expanded. The expanded CPG is a basic one, i.e. there are no unexpanded policies. There
is just one explicit conflict candidate i.e. there are
two read access rights having opposite sign from the
Teacher to the Library documents. According to the
definition of conflict property, it can be a conflict only
if their corresponding constraints are equal i.e. we
should check if C 1 1 ^ C1 ” C 1 1 ^ C2. It is equal to
proving the following theorem:
pguestpsq ÐÑ recommendedpsqq ^ prts aw ,
td aw s ^ rts crowd , td crowd s ÐÑ rts aw , td aw sq
Intuitively we should know if we could deal with
recommended persons same as guests? Also are the
whole autumn and winter as assumed to be crowded
periods of library? If the answers of both questions
are yes, then we have a conflict in the college access
control policy.
Also we should apply transfer rules to achieve more
candidates for conflict. Here we only consider a single possible instance. Figure 14 depicts the results of
applying Pass and Spy transfer rules on CPG of Example 3 that results in two implicit constrained read
rights which one of them is candidate for conflict with
another existent explicit negative read right.
To detect a conflict we should check if C32 ^ C11 ^
C3 ^ C42 ” C11 ^ C3 ^ C42 or not. It is equal to proving
the following theorem:
precommendedpsq ÐÑ guestpsqq ^ prts exam ,
td exam s ^ rts aw , td aw s ^ rts announce , td aannounce s
ÐÑ rts aw , td aw s ^ rts crowd , td crowd sq
Intuitively beside the previous questions, here we
should know if the periods of exams and remark announcements are considered as crowded periods or
not?
Note that if we think about automating the conflict
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detection process, besides having a knowledge base,
we need to have a theorem prover for L2« language
(two-variable-fragment of first order logic) which fortunately there is decidable resolution based proof procedures for it [31]. Furthermore the algorithm used to
find the candidate conflicts is a graph traverse algorithm of order N 2 where N is the number of vertices
in the fully expanded CPG (i.e. the basic CPG resulted from expanding all nested policies and applying
transfer rules).
2.5

More analysis of ACPs

In this section, we define a method for more accurate
analysis of the ACPs according to CPG model features.
By using this model not only we are able to specify the
ACPs, but also we can examine rights and information
transferring in related systems.
In many cases, the system works according to integration of system parts, i.e. it works based on a combined process obtained from combination of system
parts processes. While the resulted process of the combination seems faultless, after obtaining the policy of
combined process and analyzing it, we may encounter
some inconsistencies. For example, the resulted policy of combination has contradictions with the policy
of each participated part. Nevertheless the policy of
one part is in contradiction with some others, e.g. this
part is used in the combination process by mistake
(e.g. in web service composition as mentioned before).
In general, analysis of a model is arising from responses given to questions which are posed in mind.
What is primarily important in an access control model
is how to transfer the rights and information in a related system. More accurately, we are interested in
answering the following questions:
- Based on satisfying which condition (conditions),
does the subject x obtain the right α toward the
object y?
- Can subject x obtain the right α based on occurring condition C toward the object y?
Since CPG considers the constraints in modeling
the ACPs, it is possible to consider and analyze constrained transfers accurately. The answer to the first
question is very useful in many cases (e.g. the constraint resulted from this question can be analyzed
and adjusted more accurately). The second question
distinguishes whether a transfer occurs based on distinct conditions or not.
The TG model has defined predicates for analyzing
the graphs ([9], [10], [11]). We mention the “can.know
predicate as an example:
- Can.knowpx, y, G0 q: The predicate can.know

(x,y,G0 ) is true if and only if there exists a sequence of protection graphs G0 ,. . . , Gn such that
Gn is derived from G0 by rule applications, and
in Gn there is an edge from x to y labeled r or
an edge from y to x labeled w, and if the edge is
explicit, its source is a subject.
Since TG predicates are defined unconditionally,
they can be used for analyzing the CPGs in alwaystrue conditions. But for our interests, we define the
following predicate based on the proposed model.
Definition 12. Can.Obtain property: The predicate
can.obtainpC, α, x, y, CP G0 q is true for the condition
C, the access right α, and vertices x (as a subject)
and y (as an object or a subject), if and only if there
exist the graphs CP G0 , CP G1 , . . . , CP Gn , so that
CP G0 $˚ CP Gn by applying transferring rules, and
there is an edge with label C : α from x to y in CP Gn .
If we assume the set of all desired rules as A, transferring from CP G0 to CP Gn , is resulted from applying the whole applicable rules on CP Gi p0 ď i ď
n´1q, beginning from CP G0 , with this condition that
after obtaining CP Gn , no rules of A are applicable
on CP Gn . This process can be ended when desired
result is found (when the desired edge with label of α
appears from x to y) otherwise it will continue until
it reaches CP Gn . Also the process is decidable. If we
consider the size of CP Gn (which is indeed the most
expanded graph in the sequence) as N (i.e. the number of its nodes), then the order of operations is of
n.|A|.N in which |A| is the cardinality of set A.
Example 5. Remember the graph of Figure 11
from Example 2. Suppose we want to know whether
the manager is able to obtain the right r toward
the student or not (If yes, in which constraint). In
other words, is the result of predicate can.obtain
pC, r, manager, student, CP G0 q true? In which constraint pCq?
After applying the Spy rule, Figure 15 is obtained. Two edges l1 “ pmanager, teacher, C12 : rq
and l2 “ pteacher, student, C32 : rq contribute to
create the implicit edge. As mentioned before, the
parameters of constraints C12 and C32 are mapped
to related vertices and their conjunction results in
the constraint of new edge. So, for the new edge
l “ pmanager, student, C52 : rq, the constraint C52 is
obtained as follows:
C52 =C12 ^ C32 = pT , T , verif ypmanager, teacherq,T q
^ pT , T , T, rts exam , td exam sq = pT , T , verif ypmanager,
teacherq, [ts exam , td exam sq
Also, after applying the find rule, the edge l1 “
pstudent, manager, C62 : rq is created and C62 is: C62
= C22 ^ C42 = (T , T , T , ([ts selection , td selection ] ^
[ts announce , td announce sqq As we saw, information
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Figure 15. Applying spy and find rules on college graph.

WS1
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:
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transfer has two different directions depending on
system constraints (the constraints which are held
in the system). If condition C52 holds, the manager
of college has the right of reading the student’s information in the combined graph, and with holding
condition C62 , the student reads the manager information. These transfers occur after combining the
manager policy and the teacher policy for obtaining
the college policy.

3

CPG for Modeling ACP’s in
Composition of Web Services

Service composition is a fundamental technique for
developing web service-based applications. In general,
most of the time a single service cannot achieve the
user’s goals, while several services coming from different providers can be composed to satisfy this objective.
The features of a combined web service are divisible
into two functional and non-functional features. The
functional features express the work process and the
manner of the related system interactions, while the
non-functional features are quality features which are
subject to changes as time goes by and the interests
of the related organizations are changed. Of the nonfunctional features, one can point to access control
security feature.
Analyzing the non-functional properties of composition ensuring from correctness of composed web service is still a challenge [13]. Despite lots of web service
composition methods, such as BPML [16], BPEL [7],
WSCI [17] and etc, these methods only describe the
functional properties of composition [18]. An important problem in web service composition is that partners which contribute in a combination may have inconsistent policies. So, composed web service ACP
must be modeled and analyzed ensuring from the correctness of composition.
On the other hand, because of the relation of the
entities participating in the composition with different
rights toward each other, the study of the transfer of
the implicit rights and information in compositional
systems are one of the necessities required for the confidence in an apt definition and the compatibility of
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Figure 16. CPG model for different kind of data transfer in
the web service composition.

the policies of the composition’s partners. In other
words, we need a method for modeling the web service ACPs and obtaining the policy resulting from
their composition (with regard to the presence of the
problems of the composition methods in the absence
of the expression of non-functional features), which
not only models the rights of the entities in relation
to each other, but also takes the information transfers
into consideration. We take advantage of CPG model
for this purpose and will express the access control
policies in the web service composition in next section.
3.1

Web service composition ACPs

As we know, web services are related together from
sending or receiving the information or generally from
invoking (executing) each other. According to each
case, the information flow is different. We define the
new right x, in addition to r and w rights, for modeling
the web service composition ACPs:
Definition 13. X (execute): It is the right of executing an object for a subject. This right is changed to
one of r or w rights, as follow:
For example, when a web service W S1 invokes another one (W S2 ), it has the right of executing the
W S2 . During this operation W S1 may send some information to W S2 or vice versa. When the information is sent, W S1 has the w right toward W S2 and
from receiving data, WS1 has the r right toward that
( W S1 has both r and w rights over W S2 for both
send and receive states). Figure 16 shows each type
of these interactions and the related CPG model.
3.1.1

Constraints in Extraction of
Composition Model

The constraint C depicted in Figure 16 signifies the
conditions in which a web service has a specific r{w
access right to another web service. In unconditional
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state, this constraint has a value of T (True) which
we don’t mention as before to keep simplicity. These
constraints are different in the area of web services
according to their different applications. The current
constraints in web service composition methods concerning all choreography or orchestration by using the
constituents of a foursome C compound are taken into
consideration and explained as follows:
- Cs and Co : generally, if there is a need for the
source web service to enjoy special features to
have a right to the target vertex, then these conditions are expressed by Cs constraint. In the
same way, the constraint governing the target
web service is also expressed by Co .
Depending on the composition goal, the composition of web services comprises a set of web
services communicating with each other. Each
web service can have different roles. It can appear
in different roles in one composition or even it
can belong to several compositions at the same
time. The roles are some privileges which are required for specific activities in the process of the
composition of web services.
By using a CPG model, the role of each service
(whether compositional or partner web service)
is expressed by the use of two constraints Cs for
source web service and Co for target web service.
- CΘ : is used to express temporal constraints on
accesses if necessary.
- Cα : expresses a service (a method) which is to be
invoked and used from the service sets presented
by the target web service. This is principally
named “operation” in the domain of web services.
Any web service may present its services by different
policies to others. As an example, for the invocation
of “A” service, one requester has the right to read the
web service information, but for the invocation of “B”
service of the same web service, it does not have such
a right to that web service. Therefore, each request
to a specific method of a web service is modeled in
the form of an operation and represents a constraint
on the destination vertex for which a requester has
a specific right to the mentioned web service. So, in
CPG model, the name of the requested operations is
modeled by Cα .
For the purpose of obtaining the final CPG of composition, we must follow some steps in the following
order:
(1) Model the CPG of each participant web service
policy in composition over its related entities
(e.g. resources or other interrelated entities) as
mentioned in Section 2.
(2) Model the policy of composed web service according to its relation with each partner as men-

tioned in this section.
(3) Obtain the union of resulted CPGs from two
steps 1 and 2, as mentioned in subsubsection 2.3.1. Note that, Web service composition
is a kind of cooperation. If we don’t use the
union operation, then we could not have any
cooperation. To clarify the issue, let us have
an example: Assume that in web service composition of a travel agency, a web service is
used for flight reservation which has access to
flights DB. Also there is another web service
for hotel reservation which has access to hotel
information DB. The web service composition
can be established only when access to both
DBs be provided. Whereas the intersection of
these access rights might be null.
The final graph of composition is obtained from
these three steps. Now, it can be verified and analyzed for contradictions or conflicts as mentioned in
Section 2.4 and Section 2.5.
As a sample of the application of the presented
method in the application of CPG model for modeling
the ACPs in the composition of the web services, we
proceed to modeling of the ACPs in BPEL processes.

4

Modeling ACP’s in BPEL processes

4.1

Extraction of CPG model resulting from
BPEL process

BPEL models a business process which includes a
composition of activities implemented on the basis of
the defined control flow.
The most important sections comprising a BPEL process can be divided into three groups:
(1) Business process partners
(2) The activities explain the business process logic
using interactions between process and its partners.
(3) A collection of variables maintaining the state
of the process.
The conceptual core of BPEL is the messages exchanged between the composed process and the web
services entering into its partnership (partner web
services). The general scenario in BPEL is usually
initiated by receiving one message by the composition process and then by calling a set of external web
services so that the compositional operations are performed and the final response is ultimately announced
to the requester.
In access control, the activities which involve BPEL
process with outside environment are taken into consideration; since the transfer of rights and information
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Figure 17. BPEL process.

is possible in this way. These are the activities of invocation of web services (invoke), the receipt of the
requests (receive), and their reply are communication
bridges for the compositional process with outside
entities. Figure 17 depicts a simple design of BPEL
process consisting of the three mentioned activities.
Each activity in BPEL process is represented by a
label which has the features among which some are
compulsory and some are voluntary used according
to the needs. These features have their own values for
different partners, depending on the process need.
The BPEL process specifies the desired related partner in every activity by features such as “partnerLink”,
“partner”. Also this process is connected to the desired service (specified by “operation” and “portType”
parameters) by matching with the related existing
information in WSDL document of each partner. By
the “partner” parameter, the partner web service is
specified and by “partnerLink”, one link with specific
name between the two partners is generated [7]. Now,
the method of obtaining CPG graph resulting from
the mentioned activities in BPEL is expressed.
- Invoke: by this activity, the composed web service
invokes an operation from a partner web service
in a composed process. In this manner, the composed web service has the right to execute the
service related to the partner for this operation
in CPG model.
This operation is of two kinds: one-way and
two-way (request-response) and is in conformity
with the related operations in WSDL document
of the partner web service. The general format of
this instruction is as Figure 18.
The “partner” section specifies which web service is the intended partner in this activity. It
is known that the operational pattern of WSDL
documents is divided into two forms: one-way
and two-way.
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In the same way, the operation invoked by “invoke” activity is modeled according to the direction of data exchanges. If the desired information
is sent to the partner web service, it is equal to
compositional process writing right (w) toward
the partner web service, and if the information
is received from the partner, it is equal to compositional process reading right (r) toward the
partner web service. In case of both sending and
receiving, the compositional process has both r
and w rights toward the partner (i.e. x right).
Depending on the need, two variables are used
for sending and receiving information in this activity: the “inputVariable” and “outputVariable” for
sending and receiving information, respectively.
- Reply: the compositional web service sends the
result of the request (request for executing the
operation which is already accepted by receive
activity) to the requester. This is equal to the
reading right (r) of the requester toward compositional web service. Note that the requester is
also one of the partner web services in the composition. This activity format is as Figure 19.
- Receive: This activity specifies from which partner it is waiting to receive the request. By the
use of “partnerLink” and “partner” parameters,
the partner intended process (the requester) is
specified and by the use of “portType” and “operation”, it specifies which operation of the compositional process can be invoked by this requester.
In this way, doing the requested operation by the
partner and sending the result to it is guaranteed
by reply instruction. The general format of this
instruction is as follows:
<receive name=name
partner=p_name
portType=PT_name

operation=OP_name
partnerLink=PL_name
variable=userreq ... />

In this activity, if “OP name” operation needs
to receive information from the requester, the
“userreq” variable is used for this purpose.
The composition of receive activity and one reply activity, results in one request-response operation in “portType” related to WSDL document
of composed process (Figure 19 clearly states this
matter).
As you can see, because of the presence of the
reply, this set encompasses the sending of data
to the requester. But the receipt of the data by
the process depends on the type of the request.
It is possible that the specified operation in receive activity requires the sending of the data
from the requester to the process. It is equal to
partner writing right (w) toward the compositional process and these pieces of information are
transferred by “userreq” variable. If only the in-
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Compositional
web service

<invoke name=name
operation=Op_name
partner=p_name
partnerLink=PL_name
portType=PT_name
inputVariable=Iname
outputVariable=Oname.../>

C: x

Partner
web service

Figure 18. CPG model of the invoke activity.

<reply name=name
partner=p_name

operation=OP_name
partnerLink=PL_name

Compositional web
service

Partner
web service

portType=PT_name variable=userres.../>

C: r

Figure 19. CPG model of the reply activity.

vocation of operations is done without data sending, no right (r or w) is obtained by the activity
of receive, and there is no need to use “userreq”
variable in the instruction format.
In this way, the basic right set in CPG model of
BPEL is R “ tr, w, xu, where r, w, and x are read,
write, and execution rights, respectively.
Depending on the needs that the related subject
or object should be bound to in each activity, the
C restraint in the above three activities are determined. As an example, the determined rights in each
of the three above activities for doing specific operation of the object web service are done. That is, for the
mentioned operation (operation “ Op name), the expressed right on the web services are true toward each
other. The name of this operation is specified by the
“operation” parameter in each of invoke, receive, and
reply operations, and is applied by Cα constraint on
the policy related to that activity.
As an example, in invoke activity, for operation
named OP name, the process has the right of execution
(x) of the partner’s web service. So, the condition for
the relation edge between composed process and the
mentioned partner is C “ pT, T, OP nameps, oq, T q
and on the whole, the label of this edge will be
pT, T, OP nameps, oq, T q : x. where, s and o (e.g. in
invoke activity) are compositional web service and
partner web service specified by partner parameter of
this activity, respectively.
Consider another state: each partner can take part
in one or several roles in a process. In BPEL process,
these roles are expressed by “partnerRole” and “myRole” parameters and consequently, in WSDL file, for
different operations it is specified by “role” parameter.
The “myRole” parameter shows the role of BPEL process in the link between that process and the partner
and the “partnerRole” parameter specifies the role of
partner in the mentioned link.

As an example, a purchaser sends its purchase request to the compositional process. In this link the
compositional process plays the role of the seller. But,
when the compositional process sends the request to
the seller’s web services, the process plays the role of
the purchaser and the partner’s web service plays the
role of the seller. Observe the following code part:
<receive name="receive" partnerLink="Buyer"
operation="request"
variable="request"
initiate="yes"
</receive>
<invoke name="quote_supplier1"
partnerLink="Supplier1"
operation="request_quote"
inputVariable ="part_request"
outputVariable="part_quote"
</invoke>
<invoke name="quote_supplier2"
partnerLink="Supplier2"
operation="request_quote"
inputVariable ="part_request"
outputVariable="part_quote"
</invoke>
...
<!--construct a proposal from the part quotes received -->
<reply name="reply"
partnerLink="Buyer"
operation="send_proposal"
variable="proposal"
</reply>

Assume that we want to specify the constraint in
a state that the compositional web service invokes
one of the seller’s web services. The above code shows
that in this state, the role of compositional process is
myRole=“Requestor” and the role of web service of
the partner is Role= “purchaser”. Therefore, C in the
related edge of these two entities is as follows:
Cs “ Requestorpsq : s is the source of the edge(here,
the compositional process)
Co “ P urchaserpoq : o is the communication edge
destination parameter(here, the partner)
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Figure 20. CPG model for sale BPEL process.

4.2

(a) policy of supplier 1.

Example

Consider the following scenario: a purchaser needs to
buy a computer system (PC) and there are a number
of suppliers who produce and present a part of the
components of a computer system.
The purchaser sends his request to a sells agent
(compositional web service) instead of referring to
each all suppliers. The sells agent inquires about the
price and other information of the components and
prepares them for the purchaser by getting in touch
with the suppliers. The following code part shows a
simple sample of this scenario based on BPEL process.
<receive name="receive"
partnerLink="Buyer"
operation="request"
variable="request"
initiate="yes"
</receive>
<invoke name="quote_supplier1"
partnerLink="Supplier1"
operation="request_quote"
inputVariable ="part_request"
outputVariable="part_quote"
</invoke>
<invoke name="quote_supplier2"
partnerLink="Supplier2"
operation="request_quote"
inputVariable ="part_request"
outputVariable="part_quote"
</invoke>
...
<!--construct a proposal from the part quotes received -->
< reply name="reply"
partnerLink="Buyer"
operation="send_proposal"
variable="proposal"
</reply>

We want to consider the model resulting from the
communication between the sells agent with two suppliers of 1 and 2, and sent the result to the purchaser
by CPG graph. Figure 20 depicts this model in which
C1 , C2 , and C3 constraints are as follows:
C1 = pT , T , send proposalpcustomer, sells agentq, T q
C2 = pT , T , request quotepsells agent, Supplier1q, T q
C3 = pT ,T , request quotepsells agent, Supplier2q, T q
In this example, in the two operations of “request quote” from two partners, the information of
their computer parts is sent from the web services of
the partner to the compositional web service. Therefore, the execution right (x) in invoke activity is
changed into the reading right (r) of these pieces of
information.
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Figure 22. Final graph of sale process considering partners
policies.

At the same time, as we know every partner web
service has its own access control policy. For example,
the policy of suppliers 1 and 2 is assumed to be as
21a and 21b.
Now, the union of the policy of partner web services
in the composition and compositional policy are obtained (Figure 22). We have ignored the inclusion of
customer’s policy as another partner web service in
this example to keep the simplicity of the figure.
By obtaining the final graph of the composition,
we can analyze the policies. The methods of analysis
and conflict verification in CPG graph are presented
in Section 2. We suffice to a single analysis here as
follows:
Assume that we want to examine the manner of
information transfer between the customer and Data
base 1. Therefore, we examine to know what the result
of the predicate of can.obtain is and in case that
the value of this predicate is true, we examine the
conditions for its being true. The graph in Figure 22
is assumed to be in CP G0 , then after two using of
“spy” rule we reach the new relation edge between the
“customer” and the “data base 1” vertices. Observe
Figure 23.
In other words, the value of following predicate will
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C1  C2 : r

Data base 1
Warehouse
data base

Supplier 1

r,w
C': r

C1  C2 : r

C2: r

r,w
central warehouse
manager

C3: r

r,w

Customer
C1 : r

Compositional
web service
(sells agent)

Supplier 2

Data base 2

C1  C2  C' : r

Figure 23. Final graph and applying some transfer rules.

be true:
can.obtainpC, r, customer, database1, CP G0 q
“
true Where the C condition is: C “ C1 ^ C2 “
pT, T, send proposalpcustomer, salesagentq ^
request quotepsalesagent, supplier1q, T q
In this way several samples of the applying transfer
rules on the graph in Figure 22 is also shown in
Figure 23.

5

Related Works

We have proposed the Constrained Policy Graph
(CPG) model, which inherits Take-Grant protection
model (TG) [8] basic concepts. TG is an access control
protection model which represents transformation of
rights and information between entities inside a system
either implicitly or explicitly. It was first presented by
Jones et al. to solve the “Safety Problem”. To model
the transfer of rights and information, TG uses a set
of rules called de-jure rules and de-facto rules [9–11].
TG doesn’t provide a method to restrict the ACPs
with constraints. Also, it doesn’t support policy combination and nested policy specification. Unlike TG,
CPG provides the means for nested definition and constrained specification of ACPs. Furthermore, it contains the necessary rules for the policy combination
and expansion. We define the constraints by restricting subjects, objects and actions. In addition, CPG
model has the ability of time-dependent policy definition. Different kinds of constraints can be combined
using our method clearly. Also, we can discover the implicit transfers of rights and information by applying
a set of rules on each CPG graph. Ultimately, using
CPG model, we can analyze the presence or absence
of the conflict or contradiction among ACPs.
Many researches have been devoted to modeling
ACPs. Most of these methods have modeled the policy
of a system on the basis of a single policy. For example,
Bertino et al in [1, 2] proposed a temporal model for

the access control. However, their method does not
support the possibility of the application of several
policies. Of course, this need for the composition has
been taken into consideration by some methods. As
an example:
Bonatti et al in [3], proposed an algebraic method
for the specification and composition of ACPs. Contrary to previous methods, this method makes the
composition of the policies feasible, but CPG has also
considered temporal constraint specification. On the
other hand, the transfer information which might take
place because of the relation of the entities with different policies can be discovered by CPG and can be
added to the system policy graph (as it was observed
in Section 2.2).
Siewe et al in [4] proposed a method for the specification and composition of the ACPs. This method has
considered the policies on the basis of temporal dependencies among the access permissions using Interval
Temporal Logic. As it was brought up before, in addition to the temporal constraints, other constraints
(e.g. constraints on subjects, objects, etc.) are required
for the determination of the validity condition of an
ACP in our goals, which isn’t studied in this method.
Jajodia et al in [5] proposed a method for the application of several ACPs in a single system. Different
policies in this method are described by a unique language and are analyzed on the basis of the decisionmaking rules defined. These policies are saved in the
system library, so depend on the requests from users,
new rules are added to it. The purpose of the application of several policies in one system is to translate
the policies into a single language, save and analyze
them in this system, while in CPG, different types of
the composition of different policies (on demand) are
presented. In addition, the work in [5] has only taken
the constraints into consideration for the classification
of the objects and grouping of the subjects, while the
others are ignored.
A very similar work to our proposal in objectives is
the work of Koch et al. in [29] which presents some basic properties of a formal model for AC policies based
on graphs and graph transformations and addresses
the problem of detecting and resolving conflicts. In the
presented framework in [29] a policy is formalized by
four components: a type graph, positive and negative
constraints and a set of rules.
Positive and negative constraints in [29] can be considered as a formal documentation of the initial requirements and of the development process of rules
which is conceptually similar to the definition of constraints in CPG. While constraints in [29] are modeled using graph transfer rules, in CPG we use FOL.
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Using logic in CPG not only provides more expressive power than graph transfer rules, but also helps in
more granular and more sophisticated specification of
constraints.
An important aspect of the work in [29] is supporting
type information of the AC policy via type graph that
specifies the node and edge types which may occur in
the instance graphs modeling system states. CPG does
not support specifying type information; however in
CPG we consider nodes to be subject, object or both.
When an actual AC policy is specified using CPG,
each node (subject/object or both) is represented
by its actual name (e.g. manager, employee, library
document, etc. see examples in the paper). Moreover
CPG benefits from considering various constraints
on subjects, objects. Considering this information
in addition to node names, CPG takes advantages
of an implicit type system which makes a rigorous
framework for identifying various entities in the system
without having an explicit type system.
The integration of two AC policies in [29] is done on
the syntactical level and is limited only to the union
of two policies where their common sub policy is not
duplicated. This is while CPG supports more integration scenarios including intersection and subtraction
of AC policies.
Considering the above discussion, CPG provides
more granular and sophisticated model for detection
of conflicts and analysis of inconsistencies. However
Koch et al. propose strategies to automatically resolve
the conflicts after detection which is not considered
in CPG.
As we know, an access control model is an abstract
of the system security policies which bounds the relation among the entities of a system. Since logic enjoys
a formal foundation, it then provides independence
of the model from the manner of implementation, deductibility, possibility of correctness verification, flexibility, and advantages of a descriptive nature while
being simple and expressive. A simple, reliable, and
general bed for access control systems is then obtained
by logic. In spite of these advantages, the most important problem with logical methods is their lack of
understanding by those users unfamiliar with it. Another advantage of CPG against the above methods
is that while it benefits from a formal infrastructure,
at the same time the specification and analysis of the
policies and their perception can be simpler by taking
advantage of the graphical scheme of the graphs.
One of the important problems most systems still
suffer is that different systems have not been able to
properly express their policies yet. In most cases, they
express their own policy, but when a part of the policy
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is not specified, it is therefore interpreted differently.
Some systems consider and allow unspecified policies
and some do not allow them. CPG can discover the
implicit transfers in the system and add them to the
access control model of that system by the application
of transfer rules. In this way, the possible transfers
as well as the conditions for their possibility are discovered and if they are against the related system
policies they can be updates by an appropriate definition of what the system needs. Also, flexibility in
the definition of the constraints in CPG provides the
possibility of policy precise adjustment according to
the system demands. Moreover, different levels of abstraction are supported by our method (employing
the policy expansion rule in Section 2).
After the introduction of CPG in this paper, we
studied the problems existing in the web service composition and the manner of their solution by CPG.
Web service composition methods only specify the
functional specifications of the compositional web services and also, verify and analyze these functional
properties of the composition (such as [19–26]).
Rouached et al in [14] modeled the ACPs of web
services using Event Calculus (EC). It specifies the
access request to web service and also the result of this
access (confirms or rejects). The target of this research
is to prevent the assignment of two contradicted rights
to one role which might lead to a conflict among a
set of requests. In fact the work in [14] expresses the
request for the operation of an action on a web service
and its possibility or impossibility by the use of EC,
but it does not address on what policy and access
control model such a decision is taken. This method
does not have a way for definition of an access control
model of a web service and its manner of modeling and
composition of the policies. Moreover, many states
are required to be studied according to our targets
which are not intended in this method: Consider the
following conditions of three web services of A, B, and
C. Assume that A permits B to have an access permit
to its sources, but rejects the requests received from C.
If B authorizes the requests from C, such a set might
be indirectly incompatible with the policy of A. It is
because web service C might be able to have access to
the resources of A through B. This problem requires
a method with a capability to study the transfer of
rights and information in the compositional system
and also to arrange the constraints in an appropriate
way to prevent such a transfer.
Li et al. also in [30] present a graph transformation
based approach to check whether an internal business
process of an organization implemented using BPEL
conforms to the organization’s privacy policy or not.
Also they propose a formal consistency verification
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using graph transformations. Authors in [30] use an
approach similar to that of Koch et al [29] for modeling and verification of policies which was studied
and compared to our work previously in this section.
Furthermore their work suffers from never considering
policy integration and policy expansion which have
been considered in CPG.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, a method for specification and combination of access control policies is represented. This
method is capable of expressing nested authorization
policies, conditional (constrained) policies, combination of policies, and verification of them to find conflict
amongst the combined policies. We considered the implicit transfers of the rights and information which
happens because of the entities, as well as relations
with different policies in the system. Furthermore, we
showed one of the main applications of our proposed
model in the web service composition. We presented
the way of modeling web services’ ACPs and extracting the ACP of composed web services, using CPG
model. This outcome can be analyzed the existence of
the conflicts or contradictions between composition
partners’ policies.
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